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This is a game from the development team of legendary GTO (Grand Theft Auto Online). It is the official Playstation®4 game of the Broadway series. Players can experience a story combining the characters from the Broadway series in a new and thrilling fantasy world. In addition to the much-anticipated Broadway stage,
players can play “Song of Graces,” where they will take part in interlinked story lines featuring beloved characters from the Broadway series and new actors. With countless side quests, a vast world, and a multitude of weapons, armor, and magic available to players, “Song of Graces” will offer players exciting adventures

and a wealth of choices in a new fantasy RPG. As a result of the creative collaboration with Sony, GTO has expanded the cast of the Broadway series with character illustrations by concept artist Michael Gallagher and musical compositions by composer Shaun Escher. As a result, the Broadway cast and musical score of
“Song of Graces” are now complete. ABOUT ELDEN RING (PS4®) Elden Ring is an Action RPG set in the Lands Between. The Lands Between is the land of glory and ruin located between the world of the living and the world of the dead. The Elden Ring is a country whose leaders are born from the ashes of battle as those

who pray the most are granted a chance to rule the country. As a result, the fate of the lands between is entrusted to the hands of the Elden Lords, who decide the destiny of the next generation. The game is playable offline, and the quest can be completed without internet connection. In addition to the “Song of Graces”
story, there are various story line quests where players will find themselves interacting with various characters. “Elden Ring”s story is based on “The Elden Ring RPG,” which first appeared in the form of a serialized web novel published by Gangan Publishing in 2009. *End of Press Release Changelog: Major Update

Changelog: ・Elden Ring, the official Playstation®4 game for Elden Ring developed by Elden Ring Game. ・The comedy romance that began in the 8th episode of the Elden Ring Game, “The Unnamable”, has concluded. ・The promised fourth

Elden Ring Features Key:
Easy to Play - Take on quests, gather experience, and level up in dungeons

Easy to Customize - Choose character appearance and outfit, develop a fighting style, and combine powerful abilities
Epic Adventure - Hack & Slash or more violent gameplay

Dynamic Open World - Explore a large world without being constricted within the borders of a map
Rich in Detail - Various types of small details in the game world and the characters

Unlimited Potential - Beat every character and earn an All-Clear Legend Rank

Thanks for playing Trove! Make sure to join the Facebook page ( for information on the game) and follow us on Twitter (@jiracas) for game announcements, new content, and more.
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Undefeated by any Power!

Champions of the world, unite! Trove, a new role playing game unlike any other, now available on Google Play!  In Trove you will customize your character and brave the wilderness as a band of Guardians
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